
 
 

Crisis Communications and Contingency Plan 
Participating Nonprofits 

 
PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES  

The Big Give planning team and its partners along with our technology provider, 
GiveGab are dedicated to empowering the nonprofit community and bringing 
people together to support causes through online giving.  

This document summarizes our communications approach to working with the 
community in the event of a crisis, and the protocols that we will follow to inform 
our partners and the public should a crisis occur on or before May 4, 2017.  

We have outlined approaches for dealing with a crisis situation in an orderly and 
effective manner characterized by honesty, integrity, and accountability.  

First and foremost, it is our commitment to provide factual information to our 
nonprofits and donors participating in the Big Give. Messages will be responsive 
and action-oriented to ensure that our partners and the public are up to date on 
the current status of a crisis situation.  Additionally, GiveGab has its own internal 
crisis communications and contingency plan specific to the website platform and 
technology. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW  

Communications Channels  

● Text messaging system – nonprofit administrators should send their cell 
phone number through the website’s chat bubble so that we can add you 
to our text message system. You will receive important updates on May 4 
should we need to make an announcement, or should a crisis arise, this is 
the quickest, most efficient way for the Big Give team to communicate with 
organizations prior to and on May 4. 

● Email – nonprofits can add as many administrators to their online Big Give 
dashboard. Once an email contact is added, it will be placed into our email 
communication system. We will send out regular communication leading up 
to the Big Give, and we will send emails throughout the day on May 4. 

● Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn) – nonprofits should 
follow all Big Give social media channels for updates. 

● Real-time status page - http://givegab.statuspage.io/ - GiveGab has a 
system status page that provides technology and system details in 
real-time. This status page can be shared and tracks real-time issue reports 
and the steps being taken to resolve them. 

 
TO DO LIST 
Prior to May 4:  

✓ Nonprofits should send at least one organization representatives’ cell 
phone number through the Big Give chat bubble on the website. 

✓ Nonprofits should fill in their nonprofit’s website URL into their 
online Big Give dashboard. Should we need to resort to the Level 3 
Failover Plan (see Tech Contingency Appendix), GiveGab will redirect 
the Big Give’s nonprofit’s individual donation pages to the nonprofit’s 
website to accept donations. 
  

Contingency Planning & Items to Note 

● GiveGab will have a team of 9 people providing 24-hour customer support 
on May 4 through the chat bubble on the bottom right of the website. 
During the late evening and early morning, there will be fewer support 
representatives. The web site chat bubble is the best way for nonprofits 
and donors to ask a question! (Please do not call the San Antonio Area 
Foundation office or a specific Big Give planning team member.) 

● The Big Give headquarters at the San Antonio Area Foundation will have 
three volunteer stations equipped with three laptops. Volunteers will be  
taking support questions that GiveGab’s team is unable to answer, but the  
GiveGab support team is the first place a donor or participating 
organization should take their inquiries.  

http://givegab.statuspage.io/


 
 

 
 

● The email address info@thebiggivesa.org will be checked by GiveGab and 
turned into support tickets. However, THE BEST and fastest way for donors 
and nonprofits to receive support is through the chat bubble on the bottom 
right of the website. Should an email come through that is not 
support-related, or that they are unable to answer, GiveGab will send a 
notification to the local Big Give team. Local volunteers will assist with the 
request or escalate it to a member of the Big Give team. 

● In case of emergency (one of the crisis situations outlined below or other), 
the Big Give team will follow the prioritization of contacts (outlined below). 
Participating nonprofit organizations will first be notified by text message 
and email, with text updates every 30 minutes thereafter, and an email 
every 1-2 hours until the situation is resolved. Updates will also be posted 
on social media. 

● Jesse Saldana of GiveGab will serve as the first point of contact to the Big 
Give team for GiveGab.  

● Additionally, the CFO of GiveGab, Chris Smith will be at the Big Give 
headquarters on May 4 to provide on-site assistance and monitoring of 
systems operation. 

● On May 4, GiveGab will have a tech team of 6 who will be monitoring Big 
Give operations, including the technology. They will communicate regularly 
with the Big Give planning team to keep them updated on any situation.  

● Use the online status update page to view any GiveGab technical issues 
real-time: http://givegab.statuspage.io/ 
 

DEFINITION OF A CRISIS 
A crisis is an unexpected situation that has the potential for real or perceived 
negative impact on the Big Give, its planning partners and/or GiveGab. A crisis can 
be large or small. It can impact the entire event/team or a small portion.  
 

POTENTIAL BIG GIVE CRISIS SITUATIONS 

● Complete or partial technology failure: Amazon and Google server failures 
● Cyber attack or compromise of donor data on the website 
● Crisis or disaster that affects the headquarters location (San Antonio Area 

Foundation or Pearl area): power failure 
● Natural disaster on or before May 4 in one or more of the participating 

counties or surrounding areas 
● Active shooter in the Big Give headquarters or surrounding area 
● Act of terror on or before May 4 in one or all of the participating counties 

or surrounding areas 
● Large-scale national crisis 

mailto:info@thebiggivesa.org
http://givegab.statuspage.io/


 
 
 
 
PRIORITIZATION OF CONTACTS 

The Big Give planning team treats a crisis, no matter the size, seriously and will 
make every effort to communicate with all parties involved in a timely and 
professional manner. The team has prioritized its audiences and will follow the 
timeline below for contacting each constituent group. 

1. Volunteers in the headquarters briefed within 30 minutes of known crisis 
2. Event partners: New Braunfels Area Community Foundation, The 

Foundation of the Texas Hill Country, The Nonprofit Council Board, San 
Antonio Area Foundation, technology committee, and Big Give advisory 
committee briefed within 30 minutes of known crisis 

3. Participating nonprofit organizations briefed within 30 minutes of known 
crisis 

4. General public/media 
5. Sponsors 
6. Donors who have given (if the crisis calls for separate contact) 

The Big Give is committed to our nonprofit organizations and our partners in 
ensuring a fun and successful Big Give event on May 4. We are a team of 
passionate folks who love our community and the work that nonprofits do. We 
take our role seriously as partners and seek to provide the best service we can.  

Thank you for your participation in Big Give. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX I - High level overview of GiveGab’s technology and fail-safes 
 

GiveGab, Inc. has all of its technology assets hosted in the Cloud backed by market leading 

cloud providers with highly available (H/A) and fault-tolerant infrastructure at the highest levels 

of security, availability, and compliance. Data and assets are stored in secure locations and backed up 

automatically at various facilities, not only in realtime, but with snapshots hourly, daily, and weekly. 

Cloud providers by nature must provide a superior level of commodity services to its customers and this 

in turn provides us the least risk and quickest recovery from a disaster. A significant portion of the 

Internet’s services run in these cloud providers’ infrastructure. 

 

Each GiveGab giving day site runs in its own independent, separately scalable and highly available 

application container on its own independent servers with its own independent DNS, on top of 

this primary technology stack. Any issues with one giving day site does not impact another. For 

example, if volume usage or load on one giving day site is so high that performance is degraded 

to lead to a perceived outage of the site, it will not impact the the other giving day sites. 

 

Contingency Planning Summary: 

While there is always risk, GiveGab has overprotected against these risks with a Triple Failover Strategy 

(Level 1, Level 2, Level 3). The GiveGab giving day architecture is designed to withstand many issues. 

99.999% of issues are seamlessly handled without disruption by their Level 1 cloud services. While some 

components of the overall technology architecture could fail at this level, impact to the end user would 

be isolated to one single or a couple users, while automated detection would failover to healthy 

resources, such that systemic failure is extremely unlikely to occur. 

 

In the extremely unlikely situation that GiveGab needs to failover to Level 2, users could expect to see a 

brief, and at most, 15 minute delay, and many users and groups would see no downtime at all. For 

practical purposes, there would likely no noticeable downtime for the majority of users.  

 

Finally, in the most catastrophic situation, Level 3, GiveGab can failover to nonprofit’s websites; 
however, some major issues impacting most of the internet would likely be occurring and the giving day 

site may be overshadowed by much more serious things. We are dealing with risk tolerance in the 

0.0001% at this level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX II - GiveGab’s triple failover strategy in detail 
 

Overall Contingency Sequence: 

1. Level 1 - Amazon Web Service - Internal high availability supported through automated monitor 

2. Level 2 - Failover to secondary cloud providers if Level 1 technology cloud services were 

determined to be undergoing catastrophic failure 

3. Level 3 - Failover to participating nonprofits’ websites if Level 2 technology cloud providers were 

determined to be undergoing systemic catastrophic failure 

 

Level 1 Contingency Triggering: 

1. If GiveGab’s error monitoring services detect an issue, their 24 x 7 on call engineering and 

support team are alerted. 

2. During the day, all hands are on deck from our staff so they would be monitoring tools live, as 

well.  

3. 99.9% of errors are automatically handled without disruption to users within the current 

primary technology. 

4. If GiveGab determines that there is a systemic catastrophic issue with any one component, they 

will failover to Level 2 fully or to a specific component from Level 2.  

 

Impact on Users: 

The impact on users is dependent on the particular component that is failing over or experiencing an 

issue. In most cases, where the built in capabilities are invoked, users should not experience issues other 

than the couple of users that made a request, which invoked error alerting and automatic failover. In the 

case of catastrophic Level 1 issues, GiveGab expects, at most, 15 minutes of degraded performance. This 

again is in the 0.001% risk factor percentile. 

 

Communication Plan: 

1. GiveGab would communicate the failover to Level 2 to the Big Give team. 

2. GiveGab will determine with the Big Give the severity of the end user impact (e.g. site 

completely down, giving down, stats / leaderboards down, etc) 

3. Based on the severity of the incident and the duration of impact, GiveGab and the Big Give 

would determine what communication is necessary. For example, if a one minute performance 

degradation was expected and didn’t impact all users, we would determine with the giving day 

host what communication was appropriate. 

 

Implications: 

If Level 1 fails, this means that there is likely a catastrophic failure with Amazon which would effectively 

impact at least 20% of the websites on the internet. At this point, more than the giving day itself would 

be highlighted by users on the internet. 

 

Level 2 Contingency Triggering: 

Similar to Level 1, GiveGab’s Level 2 secondary architecture is built on top of highly available Cloud 

providers; therefore, would have similarly built in failover components. 

 

1. If GiveGab’s error monitoring services detect an issue, their 24 x 7 on call engineering and 

support team are alerted. 



2. During the day, all hands are on deck from their staff so they would be monitoring our tools live 

as well. 

 

 

3. 99.9% of errors are automatically handled without disruption to users within the current 

secondary technology stack by leveraging the built in capabilities. 

4. If GiveGab determines that there is a systemic catastrophic issue with any one component, 

GiveGab will work with the giving day host to determine if the severity and expected duration 

warranted a disaster recovery failover to Level 3. 

 

Impact on Users: 

Similar to above, the impact on users is dependent on the particular component that is experiencing an 

issue. In the case of catastrophic Level 2 issues where GiveGab would need to failover to Level 3 DNS 

redirection, they expect up to 1 hour of degraded performance. This is in the 0.0001% risk factor 

percentile. 

 

Plan of Contingency Execution: 

GiveGab would point DNS records to resolve specifically at each participant’s self-identified web site. 

 

Communication Plan: 

1. GiveGab would communicate the failover to Level 3 to the Big Give team. 

2. GiveGab would work with the giving day host to email and text participating nonprofits about 

the issue, post socially and put up a message on the giving day site. 

 

Implications: 

If Level 2 fails, this means that there is likely a catastrophic failure on the United States Internet 

and that there was a serious national or global disruption occurring. At least 75% of websites on the 

internet would be down and even though we will failover to nonprofits’ websites for people to look at 

and give to directly, it could be very likely that their own websites were also disrupted at this point. 

Something catastrophic would likely be happening and the giving day would not necessarily be the most 

pressing issue to deal with. 

 

Level 3 Contingency Triggering: 

Level 3 is pretty simple, <Organization>.<givingday>.org would no longer resolve to the 

GiveGab giving day platform, but instead to the nonprofit’s homepage website. 

 

Impact on Users: 

Users would start to see URLs resolve to the nonprofit’s web site and people would still be able 

to give with little downtime during the switchover. Unfortunately, we would lose the ability to 

keep track of, aggregate and total up stats around gifts. This is serious disaster recovery mode, but 

again, users are not impacted as they are directed simply to the nonprofit’s website, assuming that is 

still available itself. 

 

Communication Plan: 

1. At this point, while in Level 3 failover, we’d be working with the giving day host and the 

nonprofits closely on updates and advised communications. 

 

Implications: 

If we are in Level 3, there are some serious issues going on with many of the major Cloud 

providers and likely internet connectivity and service issues across the World Wide Web would 

be severe and not isolated to the giving day site. Again, it’s likely that each nonprofit’s site 



could also be experiencing issues. 

 

 

 

APPENDIX III - Cyber attacks/data breach 
 

Cyber attacks come in many different forms.  An attack could be a DDOS attack or could be in the form 

of trying to crack into a computer system to gain unauthorized access to do further damage.  In the case 

that GiveGab and/or The Big Give (www.thebiggivesa.org) are under a cyber attack, GiveGab would 

follow the protocol listed in our Technology Contingency Planning document.  

 

The processes outlined in this document, in combination with the overall redundancy and fail-over 

architecture GiveGab has built their giving day platform on top of, account for handling many different 

types of cyber-attacks without disruption to the user. A cyber-attacker would have to attack several 

cloud providers at the same time in order to take down the full system.  Additionally, the cloud 

providers that GiveGab runs on have built-in firewalls and system monitoring to detect attacks at the 

macro-level. In the event of a cyber-attack, GiveGab will communicate with the Big Give team to let 

them know and determine a course of action, if any, depending on the impact on the donors and 

nonprofits.  

 

A data breach is an incident in which sensitive, protected, or confidential data has potentially been 

viewed, stolen, or used by an unauthorized individual.  GiveGab is expected to enforce authorization 

rules and to protect against data breaches preventing unauthorized access to this information. 

 

Excluded from this are: 

● Donors that choose to remain publically visible on the donor wall by not checking the 

“Anonymous” option when giving their gift. 

● Any information entered about an offline gift is public and viewable on the donor wall.  If a 

nonprofit or Client enters an offline gift and does not anonymize information about that gift, 

that is the nonprofit’s or Client’s responsibility. 

● Any administrative access that nonprofits or Client provides to individual users is the 

responsibility of the nonprofit or Client as they are granting authorization to other individuals. 

● All credit card and bank account information that falls under PCI compliance does not transmit 

through or get stored by GiveGab.  It is securely transmitted to and stored directly with 

GiveGab’s payment provider Stripe, a PCI Level I compliant vendor. 

● If a donor incorrectly puts their credit card number in the wrong field such as the name or 

comment field, the donor is responsible for that. 

 

GiveGab employs the highest level of industry standard cryptographic security to protect all 

transmission of data as well as store data encrypted at rest.  Additionally, the cloud providers that we 

run on have built-in firewalls and system monitoring to detect attacks at the macro-level.  Our code is 

automatically monitored for vulnerabilities on a daily basis. 

 

In the case of a data breach, GiveGab would:  

1. Notify the giving day partner 

2. Immediately work to eliminate the breach and prevent further unauthorized access  

3. Work with the partner to decide on an immediate communication strategy to let 

impacted donors and/or nonprofits know about the breach 

4. Develop a plan for a full audit of the breach to provide a post-mortem to participants 

http://www.thebiggivesa.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5JSNY4ekD9PRWxqUmxucER5Rnc/view?usp=sharing

